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Welcome to this August LRG Newsletter!

With COVID-19 restrictions now being eased across the 
country, the long-anticipated prospect of a return to in-
person events has become a reality. As such, it is our great 
pleasure to announce the return of our much-loved pub 
crawl, which will take place in Hampstead Village later this 
month. For our members based further afield, the rest of 
our autumn events programme will continue to be online, 
including our upcoming business-skills event, which 
considers whether to start up as a sole trader or LLC, and 
our reflective CPD session on May's ITI Conference.

As for this summer edition of the Newsletter, LRG 
Membership Secretary Rebecca Hendry offers some 
fascinating insights into our membership make-up on 

pages 4 and 5, while on pages 6 and 7, Natalia Karlina 
reflects on her experience of ITI's first ever online 
Conference in May. Last but not least, on pages 8 and 9, 
Lorna Sandler and Pamela Mayorcas share what they 
learned from our June COVID terminology slam.

Our 'View from the booth' column also returns on page 
3, where our special interpreting correspondent Cecilia 
Lipovsek ponders whether interpreters have a 'listening 
curse', while Natalia Karlina joins us for this month's LRG 
Member Interview on page 10.

So, without any further ado, please enjoy the content on 
offer in this August edition of the LRG Newsletter!

Nicholas Nicou, Editor

From the Editor
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Volunteer needed – Events Editor

We have been so fortunate that Jessica Ghui, a member 
of LRG, responded to our appeal last September for a 
volunteer to recruit people willing to write reports on 
our CPD and social events, for both the LRG Newsletter 
and ITI Bulletin.

Jessica has done a wonderful job and successfully found 
volunteers every time, which means that both the ITI 
Bulletin and LRG Newsletter have consistently carried 
reports on our events.

This has ensured good publicity for our programmes and 
a means for people not able to attend the events to catch 
up on what was said and what was learned by participants.

Jessica has kindly set out a detailed job description 
which I can send to anyone who might be interested 
in taking over her role. As with all the other LRG 

Committee positions, taking on this role will enhance 
your professional profile and can be added to your 
CPD record.

If you are interested or would like to learn more, please 
contact me at: translation@mayorcas.eu.

Pamela Mayorcas, LRG Chairman

Committee News

mailto:translation%40mayorcas.eu?subject=
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LRG Summer Pub Crawl – Hampstead 
Village
Wednesday, 25 August 2021, 18:30-21:30
• Cost: free for all

A chance for us to get together over a drink, at long last! 
COVID-rules permitting, we will meet in Hampstead, at the 
William IV pub, which has a fine beer garden (thekingwillie.
co.uk), and visit a number of other pubs in the Village, 
ending with The Flask (www.theflaskhampstead.co.uk), 
where those who would like to can stay on for a meal. 

To book: lrg-summer-pub-craw-2021-hampstead.
eventbrite.co.uk

Starting up your business – sole trader or 
limited liability company? [Online event]
Thursday, 23 September 2021, 14:30-16:00
• Cost: free for LRG members; £5 for non-members

LRG members David Smith and Natalia Karlina will talk 
about the research they undertook prior to setting up 
their respective translation businesses and explain their 
reasons for opting for sole trader status, in Natalia’s case, 

and limited liability company status, in David’s case. 

After David and Natalia have explained how they 
arrived at their separate conclusions, we will have a 
Q&A session and participants will also be able to share 
their own experiences.

To book: lrg-starting-up-your-business.eventbrite.co.uk

The ITI Online Conference – impressions 
and learning points [Online event]
Monday, 18 October 2021, 19:00-21:00
• Cost: free for LRG members; £5 for non-members

LRG member Aude De Lucia will share her impressions 
of attending ITI’s first Online Conference, what she 
gleaned from the sessions that she attended, and her 
experience of attending a mass online event.

After Aude’s initial presentation, we will have an 
interactive Q&A session so people can follow up on 
aspects of particular interest to them.

To book: iti_conference_review.eventbrite.co.uk

Committee News (Continued)Forthcoming events

During the COVID-19 pandemic, the regular LRG programme of CPD and social and networking 
events has, wherever possible, moved online. Our events are also open to non-members.

For updates on all upcoming events, please always check the following social media:

Website: http://www.iti-lrg.org.uk 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/ITILRG
Groups.io: https://groups.io/g/iti-lrg
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/ITI-London-Regional-Group-420785661324621/ 

To subscribe to the LRG's Groups.io e-group, please send an email to: webmaster@iti-lrg.org.uk 

LRG CPD activities for members

http://thekingwillie.co.uk
http://thekingwillie.co.uk
http://www.theflaskhampstead.co.uk
http://lrg-summer-pub-craw-2021-hampstead.eventbrite.co.uk
http://lrg-summer-pub-craw-2021-hampstead.eventbrite.co.uk
http://lrg-starting-up-your-business.eventbrite.co.uk
http://iti_conference_review.eventbrite.co.uk
http://www.iti-lrg.org.uk
https://twitter.com/ITILRG
https://groups.io/g/iti-lrg
https://www.facebook.com/ITI-London-Regional-Group-420785661324621/
mailto:webmaster%40iti-lrg.org.uk?subject=
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A few months ago, I was 
catching up on the phone 
with a dear colleague 
of mine based overseas 

when she told me about a funny 
argument she had had with her 
husband the day before. Nothing of 
significance, you know – just one of 
those spats about mundane stuff such 
as whose turn it is to do the dishes or 
take out the rubbish.

It seems that, mid-fight, her husband 
snapped and yelled at her to stop 
interrupting him and let him finish his 
sentences. 

My friend looked at me – her face 
filling the screen and her kind eyes 
wide with honesty – and said that she 
didn’t mean to interrupt him, but it was 
just that she knew what he was going 
to say next. 

And then she asked the million-
dollar question: do you think it is an 
interpreter thing? Not letting people 
finish saying what they want to say 
because we already know what’s 
coming and are ready to reply before 
they’re done?

I believe it might be. And, if it is, 
then we are indeed cursed. I say 'it 
might' because, husband aside, it has 
happened to me, too.

I have found myself interrupting 
friends mid-sentence more often than 
I would like to admit and even at times 
(although I probably should not say 
this in public) have been bored stiff, 
having already played out the entire 

conversation in my head, like when 
you realise who the murderer is five 
minutes into a thriller.

Is it our fault? Are we – interpreters 
– horrible, impatient, heartless 
individuals incapable of lending a 
friendly ear? Aren’t we supposed to 
be expert listeners?

We are! – expert listeners, that is. 
So, if you ask me, I would say that in 
this case, we should not blame the 
interpreter, but blame interpreting.

One of the first exercises all 
interpreting students undertake when 
learning to interpret simultaneously is 
to anticipate what speakers will say next. 

Our brains learn to process context, 
syntax, grammar, body language, tone 
of voice, collocations, theta roles, and 
so on at the speed of light, so that we 
can at least predict in which direction 
the speaker is heading and adjust 
our decision-making parameters as 
required.

It becomes such second nature  
that it is almost like having our brains 
in a constant state of recalibration, just 
like the GPS in our cars and phones 
that search for the best route home 
when the signal cuts out.

Add to it thirty years of marriage 
and I bet my friend and her husband 
could have spared themselves the 
entire conversation – and have had 
their dishes done in a jiffy while at it.

I also believe our curse is 
exacerbated when we click with the 
other person and cannot wait to say 

'me too!' or 'I know!' or simply show 
them we understand how they feel. 
It’s akin to a severe case of empathy 
overload combined with a special 
linguistic crystal ball.

It makes me wonder whether 
our professional hazard also affects 
other professions. Can dentists know 
whether someone grinds their teeth 
simply by watching them chew their 
food? Does their special skill ruin 
their date nights, too? Can my tango 
instructor tell whether someone is a 
good dancer by how they tie their 
shoes? Does that mean that s/he is 
hard-wired to spot the best partners 
while the rest of us mere mortals are 
stuck at the back of the dance floor 
struggling to keep our toes safe?

Is our work jeopardising 
our marriages and friendships, 
making us the most unpleasant of 
conversationalists? If so, how do we 
get rid of the interpreting curse?

Maybe what we need is some sort of 
social toggle – like the one we use to 
switch channels on Zoom – to allow us 
to turn our superpowers on and off as 
needed: now I am an interpreter; now 
I am not. 

If only… 

Cecilia is a London-based corporate, 
diplomatic, and conference interpreter 
specialising in Latin America. She is  
also a guest lecturer, an amateur 
photographer, and tango dancer.  
Find her at www.multilateral.london

A view from the booth
Diplomatic interpreter Cecilia Lipovsek offers an interpreter 's perspective in her quarterly column

Interpreters and  
the listening curse

http://www.multilateral.london
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Guest feature

My main responsibilities 
as LRG Membership 
Secretary are to keep 
the membership 

database up to date, input the 
details of new members when 
they join the group, provide new 
members with the necessary 
information for paying their 
subscription, and send any 
subscription reminders. A 
significant proportion of our 
members pay by standing order, 
which is of great help to me and  
the Treasurer.

Maintaining the database involves handling a lot of interesting data 
about our members, including 
their location, language pairs, 
and services offered. All data 
is handled in full compliance 
with UK GDPR (General Data 
Protection Regulation) rules; only 
I, as Membership Secretary, and 
the Treasurer (Oliver Walter) can 
access, amend, or delete the data. 

For work providers who consult 
the LRG website in order to find 
an ITI qualified (i.e. MITI or FITI) 
translator or interpreter, there is a 
link to the ITI Directory.

Location
At the time of writing, the LRG has 
203 members. 

The vast majority of them are 
based in the UK, but there are two 

MEMBERSHIP
TRENDS

Membership of the LRG continues to go from strength to strength. For this issue of the Newsletter,  
the Committee Chairman asked Membership Secretary Rebecca Hendry to crunch the numbers 

and offer her insights into our membership make-up
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members in Italy and one each in 
France, Luxembourg, Germany, and 
Switzerland.

Three out of these six 
international members joined 
after the onset of the COVID-19 
pandemic forced us to shift many 
of our events online, opening up 
our offerings to an international 
audience.

More than half of our members 
(115) live in London itself, with the 
rest of our UK members in other 
parts of the South of England, 
usually a short train ride away.

ITI membership status
You don’t need to be an ITI 
member to join LRG, but 66% of 

LRG members are also 
members of ITI.

Primary services 
offered
A significant majority 
of LRG members 
focus on translation 
only (68%), while 28% 
of LRG members offer 
both translation and 
interpreting services. 

A far smaller 
percentage offers 
interpreting only (4%).

Target languages
English is by far the most frequent 
target language among LRG 

members, followed by French, 
Italian, Spanish, and German. The 
chart on page 4 shows the range of 
target languages offered.

Other services
In addition to translation and 
interpreting, LRG members offer 
various other services, including 
proofreading, editing, desktop 
publishing (DTP), and post-editing 
of machine translation (MTPE) – see 
the chart to the left.

Rebecca Hendry is the Membership 
Secretary of the LRG and is a Spanish 
to English translator specialising 
in areas including healthcare and 
environmental issues. Find her at 
rebeccahendry.co.uk

http://rebeccahendry.co.uk
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This year's ITI Conference 
was the very first one 
I have attended since 
I became a member 

in 2017, and as such, the online 
format did not have as much of 
an impact as it might have had on 
other members who had previously 
attended in person. Of course, I 
did miss chatting to people face-
to-face, but the ITI did a wonderful 
job of giving a real-life feel to the 
networking aspect of the event.

The Conference as a whole was 
very well-organised and ran very 
smoothly for me, offering three 
days packed with a myriad of 
fascinating and thought-provoking 
talks and panels, translation slams, 
and wellbeing sessions. I wish I 
could have attended them all, as at 
times it was hard to make a choice. 
Nonetheless, the beauty of the 
online format is that I am able to 
catch up with the sessions I missed. 

The topics ranged from self-
revision tips and professionalism 
in interpreting to networking, self-
organisation and business skills. Other 
trendy topics included machine 
translation, language interference, 
and our social-media presence. 

I can roughly divide the sessions 
I attended into three categories: 
interpreting and translation, 
business, and networking. 

Interpreting and translation
We kicked off with the 
inspirational Cecilia Lipovsek 
and her business strategies 
for advanced professional 
interpreters. Because the 
pandemic turned the interpreting 
market global and drastically 
increased competition for 
business, interpreters must put 
on a ‘solopreneur’ hat like never 
before and impress clients with a 
solid value proposition, a strong 
brand, and consistent marketing.

What must interpreters do to 
deliver a smooth and professional 
service? Alejandra Jorge shared 
her insights into an Aristotelian 
approach. To be dependable, 
we must be punctual, neutral, 
adaptable, generous, able to ensure 
confidentiality, and be pleasant to 
work with. To build credibility and 
trust with the client, we must hone 
our skills, give them sound advice, 
and be enthusiastic. We must also 
appeal emotionally to the audience 

depending on who they are, why 
they are present, and what the 
speaker’s purpose is.

Ewa Jasinska-Davidson, a winner 
of the ITI award for highest marks 
in the MITI interpreting assessment, 
shared her tips on staying afloat 
in a crisis by keeping our skills 
up-to-date, diversifying services 
and clients, and by working on a 
business – not just in it – by being 
a “purple cow” and building strong 
relationships with peers and clients.

Meanwhile, a presentation from 
Joachim Lépine on self-revision 
crystallised for me how to revise my 
translations efficiently and why having 
them peer-revised can be both a 
good and a bad idea. A couple of the 
good tips I took away are to celebrate 
my mistakes and to read parallel texts 
to enhance my translations.

The issue of interpreting swear 
words had been on my mind for 
some time already, so Summer 
Mouallem’s study of taboos for 
interpreters really resonated 
with me. I did not realise that 
taboos are so age-, gender-, and 
culture-specific and that they 
must be taken into consideration 
because the consequences of not 

AN ONLINE 
OCCASION

In May, the ITI Conference went online for the very first time amid the COVID-19 pandemic, offering 
a three-day programme of CPD and networking events. Natalia Karlina reports
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interpreting them can be rather 
significant. As swearing is easier 
for me in English than in Russian, 
I decided I need to find a swear-
word dictionary or course.

Business boost
It was fascinating to find out in the 
session by Raisa McNab, CEO of 
ATC – citing Aston Business School’s 
'LO-C 30 Report' – that UK SMEs 
that use language services are 
30% more successful in exporting 
than those that do not. I am going 
to share this information with 
everyone and spread the word.

For a fledgling freelancer such as 
myself, the sessions given by Gary 
King and Susie Jackson were essential. 
Gary helped me realise what I need 
to do now to avoid falling out of love 
with my business. My goal should be 
to ensure a work-life balance and learn 
to switch off, do what I am best at, and 
outsource and automate other tasks. It 
should give me financial stability and 
a business that keeps the fire burning. 
Susie, with her entrepreneurial 
mindset and financial expertise, 
provided a simple break down both 
for calculating our prices and for 
raising them. It all boils down to two 

key elements: personal and business 
expenses, including taxes and pension 
contributions, and billable hours.

Running one’s own business is 
harder without time-management 
and organisational skills. It is easy 
to lose our focus in the constant 
noise of today’s world, with all 
its distractions and information 
overload. Edward Lamont and 
Emma Paulay’s session on 'Getting 
Things Done' provided five steps for 
personal productivity. I have already 
started implementing some of them, 
such as writing down thoughts and 
ideas and thinking about my next 
move towards making them a reality.

Branching out
How about networking tips from 
'Scotland’s Mister Networking'? 
Colin McKeand's very positive and 
motivating speech can best be 
summed up by one of the most 
important networking mantras: “It’s 
not what you know, or who you know, 
or who they know, but who knows 
you.” So, let’s build our networks 
thoughtfully, make ourselves easy 
to find, and stay in touch with our 
connections. And remember the 
power of commenting on LinkedIn.

Overall, the ITI Conference 2021 
was an invaluable experience for 
me. I took away lots of tips and 
recommendations that are really 
going to help me in establishing 
myself as a freelancer.

I identified several CPD 
opportunities for the year ahead, 
but most importantly, I connected 
with many people – some of us are 
going to keep in touch on LinkedIn, 
while others will meet up for a chat 
on Zoom. I also met a colleague in 
my language combination that can 
potentially become my revision 
partner and a referral contact. 

Many thanks to the Institute 
and the ITI Community for being 
such an amazing bunch of people. 
And many thanks, too, to LRG, for 
the CPD grant that helped me to 
attend the Conference. See you all 
in Brighton next year!

Natalia Karlina MITI is an English 
and Spanish<>Russian translator 
and interpreter specialising in the 
legal, technical, and environmental 
fields. Find her on LinkedIn at 
linkedin.com/in/natalia-karlina 
or on Twitter at twitter.com/
natalia_karlina

http://linkedin.com/in/natalia-karlina
http://twitter.com/natalia_karlina
http://twitter.com/natalia_karlina
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Reviews of recent events

When I drew up a list 
of pandemic-related 
terms for a so-
called 'terminology 

slam', I had thought this event would 
appeal to native speakers of the 
different languages existing within 
the group and that they would come 
armed with the foreign-language 
equivalents and be ready to discuss 
these with other participants.

In the event, most of the 
participants were native English 
speakers, so our idea of putting 
them into the relevant TL group 
was not appropriate. Instead, 
participants were put into small 
mixed language groups so they 
could discuss the list that I had 
compiled.

Prior to the event, LRG 
Committee member and 
Webmaster Daniela Ford had 
submitted an extensive glossary of 
German terms, while LRG member 
Beatriz Aramendía had researched 
the terms in Spanish.

Interestingly, few of the participants 
reported having been commissioned 
for translation jobs in this field.

After the group discussion 
sessions, we merged into a plenary 

session, hosted by LRG Chairman 
Pamela Mayorcas. Here, some of 
the terms were analysed, such as 
'track and trace'. It was pointed out 
that new additions to the list keep 
appearing, such as 'lateral flow test', 
'PCR test', and the 'Delta/Indian 
variant' of the virus.

The list of terms is shown in the 
box-out section on page 9.

It was very interesting to discuss 
the new COVID terminology 
with other members and also to 
talk about rates (some translation 
companies seemed to feel it was 
OK to reduce the rates they were 
paying for freelance work) and 
the practical aspects of working 
during a pandemic, with partners 
and children suddenly at home, all 
needing to use the internet and 
electronic devices. 

One term that gave rise to 
much discussion was ‘furlough’ 
(correspondingly, though not 
exactly, ES: despido temporal; FR: 
chômage technique), originally 
a military term for conscripted 
soldiers who were allowed to return 
to their towns or villages if not 
needed by their respective armies.

On a more positive note, one 

interpreter reported that she  
was continuing to get regular  
work from the Home Office and 
that there had been no problem 
with rates.
Lorna Sandler

Perhaps a key point that came out 
of the discussion was the invariable 
need for non-English speakers 
to keep in touch with the new 
terminology arising in their mother 
tongue languages via newspapers, 
magazines, TV, and talking to 
relatives and friends. And the same 
is true for English mother-tongue 
translators and interpreters, who 
can keep abreast of neologisms in 
their source language by following 
the source-language media.

One participant pointed out 
that the Romance languages do 
not nominalise in the way that 
English does and so it is necessary 
to paraphrase terms such as 'anti-
vaxxers' and 'home schooling'.

A Russian participant reported 
making extensive use of Russian 
radio broadcasts and the internet in 
order to identify new terms. They 
also reported that vaccine take-
up was good as many people still 

VIRAL  
TERMS

In June, the LRG held an online terminology slam related to the new terms ushered in by the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Below, Lorna Sandler and Pamela Mayorcas report on the session
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had memories of the days before 
mass vaccination and inoculation 
of babies and children, when both 
infant mortality and high levels of 
sickness and disease among the 
adult population were common.

One participant pointed out 
the anomaly of the term 'PPE', as 
it is not equipment at all but – 
primarily – clothing. The Italian 
and French terms reflect the 
English – équipement de protection 
individuelle (FR); dispositivi di 
protezione individuale (IT).

Two LRG members on the Zoom 
call were pleased to have found 
one another, one who had trained 
as a lawyer then moved to Japan for 
her husband’s work – and who had 
started doing some translation work 
more as a hobby but is now getting 
into it professionally – and the other 
of whom had a Japanese husband, 
had been learning Japanese for 
years, and was currently following a 

weekly online class. They agreed to 
keep in contact.

As an example of inter-Network 
cooperation, ITI’s Medical Network 
had very kindly sent a list of useful 
websites relating to COVID. Thanks 
are due to Shelley Nix for doing this.

Similarly, Daniela reported that 
an educational research institute in 
Leibniz had drawn up an official list 
of 1,200 COVID-related terms in 
German.

As well as being a useful CPD 
exercise, the terminology slam 
also provided an opportunity 
for members of LRG to meet one 
another at a time when social 
contact is very limited, find fellow 
members with common interests, 
and spend a very pleasant evening 
in the company of colleagues

Thanks to Lorna for suggesting 
the event and to Daniela for 
facilitating the Zoom.
Pamela Mayorcas

• anti-vaxxer
• coronavirus

• COVID 
deniers

• COVID-19
• face coverings

• face masks
• furlough

• home 
schooling

• incubation
• lateral flow 

test
• lockdown

• long COVID
• mutations
• pandemic

• PCR 
(polymerase 

chain reaction) 
test

• PPE (personal 
protective 

equipment)
• quarantine

• rapid flow test
• R Rate

• self-isolation
• shielding

• social 
distancing

• track & trace
• traffic light 

assessment
• travel ban

• travel 
restriction

• variants
• ventilator
• vulnerable 

subjects

The new language of 
COVID-19



LRG Member interview

Natalia Karlina
In this issue, we caught up with LRG member  
Natalia Karlina to discuss her experiences as a 
translator and interpreter

Tell us a little bit about your background. 

My name is Natalia, or more informally Natasha (yes, 
it is the same name in Russia). I was born in the USSR 
and had lived in Russia all my life before I moved 
to the UK in 2015. I could have had the career of a 
professional swimmer but I chose languages, and I 
have never looked back.

When did you first become interested in 
languages?

I was born at the time of perestroika, when 
the USSR was opening up to the world. 
For some reason, Bollywood films had 
always been popular, and then, in 
the 1990s, they were almost pushed 
off our TV screens by Mexican, 
French, Brazilian, and Argentinian 
soap operas. That is where I first 
encountered the mesmerising magic of 
a foreign language. 

I used to think back then that, say, French 
is just Russian words written in a different 
alphabet (I meticulously transliterated French songs 
into Cyrillic and sang them as if I could understand 
what they meant). 

I fell in love with Spanish when I was watching 
Muñeca brava with Natalia Oreiro and I chose it as 
my second foreign language at university.

When and why did you decide to pursue a 
career in translation and interpreting? 

I went to a language school when I was 13 to study 
English. I am grateful to my teacher there who made 
every class and assignment so interesting that I was 
always looking forward to them. She would give us 
texts to translate from time to time and for me it 
was like a game, like a jigsaw puzzle that I needed to 
put back together to get the same picture, but in a 
different language.

Have you attended any interesting translation or 
interpreting webinars recently?

To be honest, I have not attended any webinars 
since the ITI Conference in May. I decided to take a 
break as I was getting overwhelmed; however, I have 
been doing some interesting CPD. I volunteered for 
a dolphin conservation project and learnt so much 
about these beautiful animals (one of my specialisms 
is environment and wildlife). 

I also attended a couple of sessions with Janina 
Neumann, founder of the Bicultural podcast, in which 
she brings together people of different backgrounds, 
walks of life, and nationalities. Listening to everyone 
sharing their cultural experiences is invaluable for me 

as a translator and interpreter.
 

What kind of projects have you been 
working on recently?

I have started working with 
ClimateScience, a UK-based charity 
promoting education as “the most 

powerful tool in the fight against climate 
change”. There is not much awareness 

in Russian-speaking countries about 
environmental protection and climate actions, 

so I hope I can help to change this.

What are your plans for the future?

To get better at what I do and learn new skills. My 
biggest challenge now is to put on an entrepreneurial 
hat and grow my business. I know that I need help to do 
it, and I am grateful to Cecilia Lipovsek for her support 
and generosity. I have also enrolled on an MA in 
Conference Interpreting course at London Metropolitan 
University. I am very positive that it will take me to a 
different level in both a professional and business sense.

Natalia Karlina MITI is an English and 
Spanish<>Russian translator and interpreter 
specialising in the legal, technical, and environmental 
fields. To get in touch, contact her on LinkedIn at 
linkedin.com/in/natalia-karlina or on Twitter at 
twitter.com/natalia_karlina
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AROUND THE 
WEB

Your regular digest of the top translation, interpreting, and  
language-related news on the Net

'‘It’s a disgrace’: Afghan interpreters stranded in Kabul face 
dangerous maze to escape Taliban'

Independent (bit.ly/3ATbNpF)

Afghan interpreters who worked with allied forces have been 
left stranded by the rapid military withdrawal.

'Google Translate still isn’t good enough for medical instructions'
The Verge (bit.ly/3ix2RQB)

A new study has shown that Google Translate is still not 
reliable enough to use for medical instructions for people 
who do not speak English.

'Cults use language to cast their spell'
Financial Times (on.ft.com/3jFSvgm) 

 
This article investigates how it may be language – as opposed 

to esoteric brainwashing methods – that helps cults develop 
a sense of community.

'No shared language? No problem! People across cultures 
understand clues from ‘vocal charades’'
ScienceMag (bit.ly/3s2OmHi)
 
An interesting new study has investigated whether nonlinguistic 
vocal cues can be understood in the same way as gestures.

'Latin to be introduced at 40 state secondaries in England'
The Guardian (bit.ly/2X50CLT)

A £4m, four-year pilot scheme to teach Latin at 40 English state 
schools is being rolled out by the English government in an 

effort to counter the subject's reputation as 'elitist'.
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Dates for your Diary

Wednesday,  
25 August 2021
18:30-21:30

LRG Summer Pub Crawl – Hampstead Village
Cost: free for all

A chance for us to get together over a drink, at long last! COVID-rules permitting, 
we will meet in Hampstead, at the beer garden of the William IV pub, and visit a 
number of other pubs in the Village, ending with The Flask (www.theflaskhampstead.
co.uk), where those who would like to can stay on for a meal.

To book: lrg-summer-pub-craw-2021-hampstead.eventbrite.co.uk

Thursday, 
23 September 2021
14:30-16:00

Starting up your business – sole trader or limited liability 
company?
Cost: free for LRG members; £5 for non-members

David Smith and Natalia Karlina, both LRG members, will explain their respective 
reasons for opting for sole trader and limited liability company status. After 
David and Natalia have explained how they arrived at their separate conclusions, 
participants will be able to ask questions and share their own experience.

To book: lrg-starting-up-your-business.eventbrite.co.uk

Monday, 
18 October 2021
19:00-21:00

ITI Online Conference – impressions and learning points [Online event]
Cost: free for LRG members; £5 for non-members

LRG member Aude De Lucia will share her impressions of attending ITI’s first 
Online Conference, what she gleaned from some of the sessions that she attended, 
and her experience of attending a mass online event.

To book: iti_conference_review.eventbrite.co.uk

The views expressed in authored articles are those of the writer(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the LRG or its Committee.

LRG Committee contacts

Chairman & ITI Liaison
Pamela Mayorcas                   
info@iti-lrg.org.uk 

Treasurer
Oliver Walter                               
treasurer@iti-lrg.org.uk

Membership Secretary
Rebecca Hendry                                   
membership@iti-lrg.org.uk
 
Webmaster
Daniela Ford                                   
webmaster@iti-lrg.org.uk 

Newsletter Editor
Nicholas Nicou                                  
editor@iti-lrg.org.uk

Interpreters' Representatives
Lorna Sandler                          
adept.LRS@btinternet.com 

Débora Chobanian 
dchob@hotmail.co.uk

Publicity Officer
Nathalie Reis                                      
n.reis@btinternet.com

Events Secretary
Marta Prieto
events@iti-lrg.org.uk

Events Coordinator
Natalie Clark
events@iti-lrg.org.uk

Minutes Secretary
Pat Wheeler                                  
pmlwheeler@gmail.com

Honorary President
Peter Linton                                
peter@lintononline.co.uk
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